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The Mapmakers' Legacy: Nineteenth-Century Nova Scotia Through Maps. By Joan Dawson. (Halifax: Nimbus, 2007. vii + 152 p., maps, ill., bibl., index. ISBN 978-1-55109-607-0 $29.95) A former teacher, librarian, local historian, and Fellow of the Royal Nova Scotia Historical Society, Joan Dawson has had a long-time love affair with the early cartography of her province. A previous title by her, The Mapmaker's Eye, co-published 20 years ago by Nimbus Publishing and the Nova Scotia Museum, looked at the earliest maps of Nova Scotia, from the arrival of the first European explorers to the beginning of the nineteenth century. In this latest book, The Mapmakers' Legacy, Dawson extends her examination of Nova Scotia's cartographic legacy into the nineteenth century. This was a period of impressive growth for the province. It saw the first serious attempts by Euro-Canadians to gain a better understanding of the region and its resources (especially those inland from the coast), and to record and communicate this understanding through the cartographic record.
Dawson's format is similar to her earlier study. Her first two chapters set the mapping context for Nova Scotia by providing readers with biographical information on a few of the major mapmakers and publishers. The cartographic contributions of these mapmakers, plus many others, are then presented in seven thematic chapters: road mapping; resource surveys; canals and railway mapping; military mapping; hydrographic surveys; settlement surveys; and urban mapping. The discussion primarily focuses on mainland Nova Scotia; there is little consideration given to Cape Breton (other than Louisburg) or Sable Island. A curious oversight in the case of the latter, given that she has a chapter on hydrographic surveys and the island's waters were charted regularly in an effort to improved their safety for commercial shipping.
Dawson's approach throughout is descriptive rather than analytical. She will often describe an individual map in considerable detail-the lakes and rivers, the road network, the placement of buildings, etc.-but will skim through the wider social, economic and historical contexts in which the map was created and distributed. Despite the fact that the nineteenth century saw some profound advances in the technology of mapmaking, the general reader will find little reference to these or to how they may have influenced the cartography of this maritime province.
The seven thematic chapters are followed by a brief conclusion, a wellcrafted carto-bibliography of the 86 maps used in the book, a list of references, and an excellent index. The carto-bibliography thankfully mentions the holding institution and reference numbers. Unfortunately, Dawson provides no bibliographic information on any of the 25 noncartographic illustrations (the photographs and documentary art) that she has dispersed throughout the text, but she does credit the institutions from which they were obtained.
The majority of the illustrations are in colour and were printed with far better definition than her title from 20 years ago, a testament no doubt to the improvements that archival institutions have made in reproducing their originals and to advances in printing generally. Only a few of the maps appear to have been reproduced from poor quality black and white photographs (for example, see figures 2.4 and 9.2). The majority of her illustrations originate with Nova Scotia institutions, specifically the Nova Scotia Archives and Records Management. Given that this title is meant to be a "picture" book, one wonders if the overall quality of the work might have been improved slightly if better examples of some of the less attractive illustrations were obtained from archival repositories outside of Halifax. These criticisms aside, Dawson's book is well worth the price. It is an ambitious work that will surely leave a lasting and long-overdue tribute to Nova Scotia's cartographic past. This volume is a very welcome contribution to the history of early Canadian field science. It is also likely to be of interest to historians of geology, environmental historians, and historical geographers more generally.
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Canadian-born and British-trained, Sir William Edmond Logan (1798-1875) was the founding director of the Geological Survey of Canada, and remains to this day one of the best-known scientists of early Victorian Canada. Having explored Québec's rugged Gaspé peninsula in 1843 and 1844 to begin his survey, Logan turned his attention in 1845 to the Ottawa River, a convenient route into the northern reaches of the colonial province of Canada. Unlike the well-stratified sedimentary rocks of the south, which were the principal objects of geological mapping in this era, here Logan
